• Low-income community engaged

• Reasons why people walk or don't walk in areas (safety?)

• Could organize a walk in the area to map area of concern → bring decision-makers

• Do demonstration projects: (plunges)
  - temp paint for bike lanes
  - temp bump out
Phoenix, AZ

32.7 pedestrian fatalities/10k

= Pedestrian Safety

• Demonstrations at crossings
• Highlight opportunities
• Make cars more aware

• Survey where crosswalks are located vs. fatalities
• Focus on turn safety features & pedestrian travel patterns
• Reduce visual obstructions
MPLS

vs.

Portland
MISSOULA MONTANA

**Guiding Goals**

1. Preserve/Improve Air Quality
2. Preserve/Improve Natural Spaces

**Actionable Goals**

1. Increase Active Transit, Modes Share
2. Increase Leisure Time Walk/Bike

**Comparative Cities/Success Stories**

1. Davis - 4 Bike infrastructure, 4 Bike commuting (Population, University Town)

**Partner Orgs - Potential**

1. Local GOVt
2. Neighbor Assoc
3. C.O.C.
4. University